
Parts List Tools Required

The Iron Core Athletics Joist Mount Pull Up Bar has been designed specifically to be mounted to 
a secure and solid Joist. Under no circumstances should this Joist Mount Pull Up Bar be mounted 
to Dry Wall or other thin wall material. This Pull Up Bar is designed for safe use when properly 
mounted. It is the users responsibility to choose a suitable and safe location with strong support  
with proper installation. If there is any doubt about the strength of the proposed mounting structure, 
DO NOT MOUNT the Pull Up Bar, send it back for a full refund. Before testing, confirm that all bolts 
are tight and carefully examine your installation to ensure the Pull Up Bar is securely fastened in are tight and carefully examine your installation to ensure the Pull Up Bar is securely fastened in 
place before attempting to use the Pull Up Bar.

Power Drill
7/16” Drill bit
Socket Wrench with 17mmm socket

1) Pull Up Bar (Left Half)
2) Pull Up Bar (Right Half)
3) Front Handles (2 pieces)
4) Short Screws (2 pieces)
5) Lock Nuts (4 pieces)
6) Long Screws (4 pieces)
7) Flat Washers (6 pieces)7) Flat Washers (6 pieces)
8) Wood Lag Bolts (4 pieces)
9) Washers for Lag Bolts (4 pieces)

Helpful Hints
Carefully mark
location of holes. 
Using a 7/16” drill 
bit, drill pilot holes 
at least 3 inches 
deep. This will 
ease installationease installation
and protect the 
studs from splitting

Important Notice
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Installation requires two people to properly mark mounting position. Use a ladder 
to hold assembled Pull Up Bar in desired position , carefully mark hole positions using 
a pencil prior to drilling pilot holes.



Instructions for Assembly
1. Choose a location for your Pull Up Bar. Hold the left half of the Pull Up Bar (#1) 
against the joist and mark the location of the upper mounting hole. Pre-drill the hole using 
a 5/16” bit.

2. Assemble the two halves of the Pull Up Bar using the two SHORT Bolts (#4) and 2 flat 
washers (#7), fully tighten.

3.3. Install the Handles using LONG bolts (#6) and Washer (#7) through the front of the handles,
through  the pull up bar brackets and out the back, use lock nuts (#5) to secure , fully tighten

4. Hang the the assembled pull up bar from the predrilled hole using a long wood lag bolt (#8). 
Hand tighten the lag bolt (#8) to support the bar.while the remaining three holes are marked.

5. Make sure the pull up bar is level and mark the location of the 3 remaining mounting holes.

6. Remove the pull up bar by removing the hand installed lag bolt, predrill the remaining holes.

7. Secure the pull up bar to the joist using the long lag bolts, and washers (parts #8, #9).

8.8. Tighen all bolts and carefully examine your installation to ensure that the pull up bar are 
securely fastened in place before attempting using to use the pull up bar.
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